.. In most physical situations either the usual method of solution is adequate .·.or the ver·y difficult problem of runaway electrons must be faced, 2 However, ' ' when in the gas frame the electric field E and the magnetic field B are per- .,.
·. pendicular with E < B (in Gaussian units) and the electron cyclotron frequency
.wb is much greater than the electron collision frequency 1/'r •. runaway electrons cannot occur even though the electron drift velocity, which is approximately 2 .
·c[(!: X ~)/B ] = !d.
• can have any magnitude less than: c. We will confine our · .. attention to this problem, whose solution is possible because the electron motion .
in the applied fields is trivial and only the effects o£ relatively infrequent . frame 'moving at velocity !d ~ith··respect to the gas frame.· In this frame, . .J which we will call the drift frame,· the electric field vanishes and the gas flows
with velocity ~!d perpendicular to the magnetic field. One. advantage of this reference frame is that the apparent drift speed of the electrons is small so;
that an expansion in spherical harmonics in velodty spact1 would converge
rapidly. The problem thus reduces to evaluating the collision terms of the Boltzmann equation with a gas wind instead of an 'electric field. Since the '· · results are· relatively. complicated, the usual approach should be used when-
'ever it isadequate.
In this paper~ the derivation of the equation governing the electron energy distribution· in the drift frame is 'outlined. We also discuss the evaluation of 
for proc_ess j is
•L;. . . ·.. . 
Processes ,with n. = 0 are electron. attachment processes.· From Eq: {1) · .· 
'· .· . .
. ··,,· : if t~rms involvi~g m/M are neglected.
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Processes with nj ;;J:. 
III. ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION. IN THE DRIFT FRAME
We assume that the' applied fields and the distribution function of the gas ·. · molecules are spacially uniform and constant in time. We can then avoid con-.· · sidering the spacial dependence of the electron distribution function either by
assuming that it has no spacial dependence or by considering the velocity distri .. :
.
• . l
•· bution of a· closed group of electrons--for example, the electrons in an avala.~che •. · .
In the drift frame the energy E · of a free el~ctron is constant between · · >: ·;' .
collisions; therefore; the electron energy distribution· f(E • t) changes with time .. only b~.cause of collisions. ·Because we have assumed cub.,.» l,··the effe~ts of·•·, .· each collision process are independent of the 'other ~ollision processes; and we ' .
"·· ,.
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In evaluating the collision terms. in Eq. (8), we will simplify the algebra t.w neglecti~1g molecular recoil and by assuming that the gas molecules are.
stationary in the gas frame. Although these assumptions are not necessary, . .
. they are often good when the usual method of solution is ·not adequate. We also· assume that even with the strong fields, the scattering is independent of the.
azimuthal angle about the direction of the incident 'velocity.
· · We denote the probability distribution of' a real quaqtity a. for. specified
in the gas frame of the electrons with energy ' = -mV in the drift frame,. ,
will appear throughout our fo.rmulas. Notice that P(v;c) :::: 0 unless.
. ' . ' . '
We will discuss the evaluation of P(v;F)later.
The collision terms for each process j. can be written in the form ..
Equation ( 
The general properties of cz.l(E ;t ~.are tha~ ( vd+V'.
Gj(E-;E 1 ) = J . .
.where P(e iv~v,$,E . · andyields
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If the scattering is· isot'ropic, the angular integration in Eq~ (16) 
. is isotropic and use .Eq. ..
With ~e assumptions. we 'have -made, the electron energy distribution in the drift frame is determined by Eq. ' (8)• which may be· written symbolically .as
. at · g . . . . .
(19) .
' '
where for a particular gas. x (E, E ';v df is a kernel depending only upon v d.
Physically we expect that any initial energy distribution will quickly approach electron speed in the gas frame. is 1 P(v; E )f 0 (E )dE, and the mean elect~on energy. · ·:.in the gas frame is ~ + ~ mv d 2 •. The rate at which a collision pro·c~ss -such. as .
. .ionization~ dissociation,. or excitat:i.on-proceeds is determined by
·where vj (v) .is the collision frequency for the process.
IV. DRIFT. ALONG .;E IN THE GAS FRAME -
Other quantities of interest are the diffusion tensor, which we will not .,_ discuss here, and the drift speed of the electrons along -E -· in. the gas frame.
To calculate the latter we assume E = Ea and B = Ba . '· .,.
To illustrate the comparison, we consider· vE as given by.Eq. 
If most of the electro.ns in the di.stribution satisfy the c:on:dition (v d/V) 2 << 1; are much more probable than any other. The usual approach also shows that the drift speed along . !E X~ in the gas frame .is v d' as expected.
In the same manne;r:, we can demonstrate the'e:quivalence o£ Eq. (8) The result is that when "E » 2' mv d ,
The term in m/M agrees with that -found by th~ usual approach. From Eq. (26)
,,· 
